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Polish Soil Classification, 6th edition – principles, classification
scheme and correlations
Abstract: The sixth edition of the Polish Soil Classification (SGP6) aims to maintain soil classification in Poland as a modern
scientific system that reflects current scientific knowledge, understanding of soil functions and the practical requirements of
society. SGP6 continues the tradition of previous editions elaborated upon by the Soil Science Society of Poland in consistent
application of quantitatively characterized diagnostic horizons, properties and materials; however, clearly referring to soil genesis.
The present need to involve and name the soils created or naturally developed under increasing human impact has led to moderni-
zation of the soil definition. Thus, in SGP6, soil is defined as the surface part of the lithosphere or the accumulation of mineral and
organic materials permanently connected to the lithosphere (through buildings or permanent constructions), coming from weathe-
ring or accumulation processes, originated naturally or anthropogenically, subject to transformation under the influence of soil-
forming factors, and able to supply living organisms with water and nutrients. SGP6 distinguishes three hierarchical categories:
soil order (nine in total), soil type (basic classification unit; 30 in total) and soil subtype (183 units derived from 62 unique
definitions; listed hierarchically, separately in each soil type), supplemented by three non-hierarchical categories: soil variety
(additional pedogenic or lithogenic features), soil genus (lithology/parent material) and soil species (soil texture). Non-hierarchi-
cal units have universal definitions that allow their application in various orders/types, if all defined requirements are met. The
paper explains the principles, classification scheme and rules of SGP6, including the key to soil orders and types, explaining the
relationships between diagnostic horizons, materials and properties distinguished in SGP6 and in the recent edition of WRB
system as well as discussing the correlation of classification units between SGP6, WRB and Soil Taxonomy.
Keywords: soil classification, soil order, soil type, soil origin, World Reference Base, Soil Taxonomy
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INTRODUCTION
Transformation of soils, progress in soil science
and changing socio-economic conditions are major
driving forces for the changes in soil classification, if
the classification is to be understood as a modern
reflection of current knowledge about soils and their
functions in the natural environment and for human
life (Arnold 2002). Therefore, every classification of
soils, including the Polish Soil Classification, must be
regularly verified and improved (Brevik et al. 2016).
At the same time, it should not be forgotten that the
classification system, and in particular the terminolo-
gy used, reflects local scientific traditions, which sho-
uld not be abandoned hastily (Krasilnikov et al. 2009).
The sixth edition of the Polish Soil Classification
(Systematyka gleb Polski 2019, later cited in an
abbreviated form as SGP6), developed by the Com-
mission for Soil Genesis, Classification and
Cartography of the Soil Science Society of Poland,
attempts to fulfill the abovementioned mission and
expectations of different groups of professional users.
SGP6 continues the tradition of previous editions of
soil classification, in particular its fifth edition
(Systematyka gleb Polski 2011), in the aspect of
consistent application of precisely and quantitatively
characterized diagnostic horizons, properties and
materials. Quantitative clarification and digitization
of classification criteria do not mean giving up the
traditions of genetically oriented soil science. All
classification units in SGP6 were determined in
accordance with their genesis; some were even
intentionally separated to emphasize the impact of
various pathways of soil development (soil-forming
processes) on their present morphology, properties and
functions, even if it is not explicitly stated in the
classification criteria.
The aim of this paper is to explain the principles
and classification scheme of the Polish Soil Classifi-
cation, 6th edition (Systematyka gleb Polski 2019). The
correlations of diagnostic horizons, materials and
properties as well as classification units at various
levels with WRB (IUSS Working Group WRB 2015,
later cited in an abbreviated form as WRB2015) and
Soil Taxonomy (Soil Survey Staff 2014, cited in an
abbreviated form as ST2014) is also given and
briefly explained to indicate the close relationships
between modern Polish soil classification and major
international systems.
THE OBJECT OF CLASSIFICATION
The soil definition often depends on the require-
ments for which this definition and related classifica-
tion are made (Ibanez and Boixadera 2002). For many
experts, the concept of soil was defined through the
needs of agricultural and forest productivity (i.e. the
usefulness for growing plants). Another perspective
comes from an ecological approach, where soil can be
a basis for every ecosystem, both naturally developed
and human made, including those ecosystems consi-
dered unproductive or degraded (Jankowski and
Bednarek 2000, Krupski et al. 2017, Musielok et al.
2018). Based on an ecological approach, it is very
difficult, if at all possible, to determine the minimum
soil contour area (or soil volume), if only cubic
centimeters or decimeters of regolith accumulated in
a rock crevice may create the basis for unique natural
ecosystems (Miechówka and Drewnik 2018; Skiba and
Komornicki 1983). In this context, questions are
increasingly asked about the soils of ecosystems
artificially created by humans or created by natural
forces in an environment that has been substantially
altered or created by man; for example, soils of road
or railway embankments, earth covers on bunkers and
other constructions, on green roofs, in niches on
buildings and ruins filled with "anthropogenic rego-
lith" etc. (Charzyñski et al. 2013a, 2013b, 2015; Uza-
rowicz et al. 2017, 2018). In all these ecosystems,
there are similar minerals that build natural soils,
similar microorganisms enabling the circulation of
matter and energy flow typical for soils, as well as
enabling plant growth and soil fauna occurrence.
Therefore, these are soils that build self-functioning
ecosystems and which are relatively stable in time and
space. However, not each accumulation of soil
material lasts and functions as described above; for
example, an earthy material accidentally accumulated
on tractor wheels and on agricultural machinery or
growing substrate on greenhouse benches (tables)
or in pots on the windowsill. Therefore, in the Polish
Soil Classification (SGP6), soil is defined as the
surface part of the lithosphere or the accumulation
of mineral and organic materials permanently connected
to the lithosphere by buildings or permanent construc-
tions, coming from weathering or accumulation
processes, originated naturally or anthropogenically,
subject to transformation under the influence of
soil-forming factors, and able to supply the living
organisms with water and nutrients.
DIAGNOSTIC HORIZONS,
MATERIALS AND PROPERTIES
The Polish Soil Classification, since its fourth
edition (1989), is based on soil features, being the
combined results of soil-forming factors and processes,
defined in terms of diagnostic horizons, diagnostic
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materials and diagnostic properties, all of which to
the highest possible extent should be observable and
measurable in the field. General concepts and
detailed criteria for many diagnostic horizons/mate-
rials/properties are taken from WRB2015. However,
original Polish concepts, not reflected in an interna-
tional soil classification, or local specific features of
soil cover have led to adding a number of unique
diagnostic horizons/materials and changing detailed
criteria in the original definitions of many others. To
avoid misunderstanding and incorrect classification
(correlation), the names of all diagnostic horizons, ma-
terials and properties have changed spelling, mainly
by replacing the standard ending "-ic" with "ik".
All diagnostic horizons, materials and properties
defined in Polish Soil Classification, along with brief
explanation of their relationships with WRB2015, are
listed in tables 1–3.
 The criteria for diagnostic horizons/materials/pro-
perties generally are not fully disjunctive; however,
horizons that have similar characteristics differ in at
least one disjunctive, restrictive or exclusive criterion,
which refers to the specific impacts of pedogenic factors
or processes, creating a unique theoretical basis for a
given diagnostic horizon. A separate key to diagnostic
horizons has not been prepared, but the general key to
soil orders and soil types (table 4) clearly indicates
the order of analysis/elimination of diagnostic
horizons, i.e. suggests which criteria should be taken
into account first. In a case of humus-rich dark-colo-
ured topsoil horizon this means for example, that first
to be checked are the criteria for histik/murszik/folik
horizons (the order of organic soils is placed first
in the key), then for hortik/antrik (anthropogenic soils
are placed on the second position in the key) and
finally for arenimurszik/mollik/umbrik. Similarly, in
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TABLE 1. The relationships between diagnostic horizons in Polish Soil Classification (SGP6) and WRB2015
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case of subsurface diagnostic B horizons, the order of
analysis/elimination, related to the key to soil orders
and types, is as follows: spodik, rubik, siderik, kambik.
One of crucial differences between SGP6 and
WRB2015 is the required organic carbon content in
the organic materials. In soils saturated with water
for >30 consecutive days in most years (or drained)
≥12% of organic carbon was established at a suffi-
ciently high to enable ecosystem services typical for
organic soils (Piaœcik and £achacz 1990). In soils
saturated for less than 30 consecutive days per year,
the required organic carbon content is ≥20%, similar
to that for WRB2015 (table 3). This difference influ-
ences the definition of the histik horizon (table 1) and
soil allocation to order and type in the key, in parti-
cular the distinction between Histosols and Histic
Gleysols (table 4). The other differences in diagnostic
horizons are as follows:
– the mollik and umbrik (and also antrik and areni-
murszik) horizons must be ≥30 cm thick (com-
pared to ≥20 cm in WRB2015) that prevents an
involvement of many normally ploughed soils into
chernozemic soils,
– the argik horizon requires higher content of clay
coatings/bridgings (≥20% instead of ≥5% in
WRB2015) that also influences the wider reco-
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gnition of kambik horizon and enables a transitio-
nal form of kambik with more prominent clay illuvia-
tion (Bwt horizon),
– the albik and eluwik horizons are distinguished
instead of albic materials (WRB2015) to reflect
pedogenic depletion of Fe/Al/humus and clay
fraction in these horizons, respectively,
– the murszik horizon is (traditionally in Poland)
separately distinguished from histik to reflect
pedogenic transformation after drainage, including
the development of pedogenic structure in organic
horizons (Marcinek and Spychalski 1998; Piaœcik
and Gotkiewicz 2004; Piaœcik and £achacz 1990;
Rz¹sa 1963),
– the arenimurszik horizon is a kind of mineral, sand-
textured mollik or umbrik horizons, separately
distinguished to reflect very weak binding of
organic matter particles to mineral (sand) grains in
topsoil layers developed mostly by advanced
degradation of murszik horizons (£abaz and Kabala
2016),
– rubik horizon is a kind of subsurface horizon of
Fe (and Mn) accumulation at the contact of vario-
us kinds of ground waters, featured by red colours
(Jankowski 2013),
– siderik is considered the sandy equivalent for the
kambik horizon; it may be easily correlated with
a Brunic qualifier in WRB2015 (Bednarek 1991).
Many diagnostic properties distinguished in SGP6
(table 2) have the same or very similar definitions to
their equivalents in WRB2015, in particular stagnic
and gleyic properties. A number of properties in SGP6
have in WRB2015 close equivalents in diagnostic
materials (e.g. lita ska³a/continuous rock, lita
warstwa technogeniczna/technic hard material),
or in diagnostic horizons (e.g. ruda darniowa/ferric
(Czerwiñski and Kaczorek 1996), fragipan/fragic
(Szymañski et al. 2011), zasolenie/salic, zakwasze-
nie siarczanowe/thionic (Hulisz 2007, Hulisz et al.
2017)), or in qualifiers (lamellic, ortsteinic, placic).
SGP6 provides unique definitions for geomembrane
and deep mixing (in situ), both applied to classify the
techno-genic soils (table 2). Also, numerous specific
diagnostic materials, besides the materials similar
to those present in WRB2015 (table 4), are distingu-
ished in SGP6:
– the terms fibrik, hemik and saprik are applied to
peats only as for primary organic materials,
– gyttja (£achacz et al. 2009), lacustrine and
telmatic organic muds (Kalisz and £achacz 2008;
Mendyk et al. 2015, Okruszko 1969, Roj-Rojew-
ski and Walasek 2013), and meadow limestone/marl
(Jarnuszewski and Meller 2018) are distinguished
among limnic matterials,
– thick heap material (g³êboki materia³ nasypany)
is a soil layer ≥50 cm thick, poor in artefacts,
intentionally displaced/transported to create the
convex relief form (e.g. dam, road/railway embank-
ment etc.), or to fulfil the concave form, or to level
the ground surface (Charzyñski et al. 2013b),
– artefacts have been distinguished into "normal"
(for example concrete and stones) and "reactive"
(e.g. ash, slag, tailings), to reflect their different
reactivity and toxicity in soil environments
(Charzyñski et al. 2013a, Uzarowicz et al. 2017),
– coarse skeletic material reflects the specific
composition of many mountain soils, influenced by
weathering, denudation and slope processes (Drew-
nik 2008, Kacprzak et al. 2006, 2013; Skiba and
Komornicki 1983),
– colluvial material (materia³ deluwialny) has
a definition related to the results of surface wash
(sheet erosion) accelerated mainly by humans (due
to removal of native vegetation and ploughing) and
not to the landslides, creep and other slope mass
movement/wasting (Œwitoniak 2014, 2015).
CLASSIFICATION SCHEME
The SGP6 is a scientific system of soil units'
allocation, hierarchical at the higher level of classifi-
cation, and non-hierarchical (optional) at a lower
level. There are three hierarchical categories in SGP6:
soil order, soil type and soil subtype, supplemented by
three non-hierarchical categories: soil variety, soil
genus and soil species. Hierarchical units have a strict
affiliation (allocation) to higher-order units and indi-
vidual (unique) definitions, i.e. sets of requirements/
criteria. Non-hierarchical units, on the other hand, are
in the majority not assigned to particular higher-
order units, but due to their universal definitions, they
can be added to any order, type or subtype, if all the
criteria listed in their definitions are met. Soil subtypes
have an intermediate position, because on one hand
they are listed in a hierarchical sequence, exclusive
for each soil type, but many subtypes have universal
definitions, identical through the classification (that
make them similar to the principal qualifiers in WRB
2015, which also are hierarchically listed within each
Reference Soil Group, but have universal definitions/
criteria).
Soil type is the basic classification unit of SGP6.
It is distinguished based on a specific sequence of
genetic horizons, developed from a specific parent
material and under specific environmental conditions.
Thus, the soil type is featured not only by the presence
of certain genetic or diagnostic horizons, but also the
presence of associated properties or materials of
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primary importance for the soil origin and the uniqu-
eness of its physicochemical and biological
properties. For distinguishing soil types, the traditions
of Polish pedology have high importance.
The highest classification category is the soil
order. It is distinguished based on the presence (or
absence) of diagnostic horizons that reflect the
action of particular soil-forming processes that
transform the original parent material under specific
environmental conditions, with a smaller or larger
human contribution; taking into account the time
perspective, i.e. the duration of pedogenic processes
from the exposure, deposition or redeposition of the
parent material. Soil orders are sets of soil types
(basic classification units) and are distinguished
mainly for systematic ordering of soil units and
higher clarity of classification, as well as for a
comprehensive review of the impact of main soil-
forming factors and processes on the soil cover
structure in Poland. Technically, the soil orders
support rapid allocation of soils under classification
to appropriate classification units. The limited
number of nine orders makes it easy to remember the
structure of classification and to understand the
fundamental differences between the major classi-
fication units. First of all, however, the soil orders, as
a collective and the highest classification categories,
indicate the priorities of classification system,
particularly useful where more than one diagnostic
horizon or various diagnostic properties and materials
are simultaneously present in the soil profile. The
Polish Soil Classification (SGP6) distinguishes 30 soil
types grouped in nine orders (fig., tables 4–5). The
sequence of soil orders is retained after earlier
versions of Polish Soil Classfications, i.e. starts with
weakly developed soils, followed by better developed
mineral soils with diagnostic horizons, then hydro-
morphic soils, organic soils, and antrhropogenic soils
as the last order (table 6). This sequence reflects the
advancement of (mineral) soil development and is
regarded the formal construction of SGP6.However,
the arrangement of soil orders in the key (table 4) is
different, that was technically necessary to highlight the
priotrities of diagnostic features and to simplify the
classification process.
The soil subtype is distinguished to emphasize the
diversity of morphological or physicochemical
features within the soil type, having high importance
for the interpretation of the soil origin and its expected
future evolution, as well as to stress the specific envi-
ronmental soil functions. Among the subtypes, the
following categories are distinguished:
1. "typical" subtypes – represent the most characte-
ristic for the type expression of soil features,
including the sequence of genetic horizons or com-
binations of diagnostic horizons and properties; in
the list of subtypes they are logically always
placed as last;
FIGURE. Architecture of the SGP6
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2. "concurrent" subtypes – substitute the "typical"
subtype in soil types, if at least two subtypes have
the features equally typical for the soil type (e.g.
fibric, hemic and sapric subtypes in peat soils, or
ordinary, leached and acid subtypes in brown soils);
they are listed at the beginning of the list of subtypes;
3. "principal" subtypes – refer to additional
features of primary importance for the interpre-
tation of soil genesis, land use or environmental
functions of the soil; their names are used instead
of (replace) the name of soil type, also in combina-
tions with other subtypes; however, the priority
subtype does not combine with any other priority
subtype; unique names of the priority subtypes aims
to preserve the traditional soil nomenclature, i.e.
soil names that have become established in Polish
pedology, and to simplify (shorten) the soil names;
the primary subtypes are marked with the symbol *
(asterisk) in the hierarchical lists;
4. "transitional" subtypes – refer to the presence of
the horizons and properties that are diagnostic for
other soil types, but in a given soil type are consi-
dered less important (e.g. the kambik horizon in a
chernozemic soil) or are weakly developed (e.g.
have Fe-illuvial horizon that does not meet the
criteria for spodik), or occur too deep (e.g. strong gleyic
properties at a depth of 50–70 cm);
5. "supplementary" subtypes – indicate a special
expression of pedogenic features or the presence of
specific soil properties or materials.
A new, non-hierarchical classification category is
the soil variety. Its concept is derived from the Classi-
fication of Forest Soils of Poland (Klasyfikacja gleb
leœnych Polski 2000) and is close to the concept of
supplementary qualifiers of WRB 2015. Soil variety
is optionally added to indicate (a) lithogenic or pedo-
genic (secondary) features accompanying the main
soil-forming process, (b) particularly strong, or
adversely, relatively poor expression of features
potentially important for soil classification, (c) restric-
tions for soil use, including anthropogenic transfor-
mation, salinity and soil pollution, (d) soil trophic
potential for forest habitats (Bro¿ek et al. 2000), etc.
Soil varieties have the same (universal) definitions thro-
ughout the classification that allows an identification
of a given soil feature regardless of the soil order or
type. Moreover, the third and subsequent subtypes, if
their diagnostic features were identified in the soil under
classification, may be listed as soil variety (taking into
account that only two subtypes may be applied in this
rank). Also, the subtype not included in the hierarchi-
cal list of subtypes within the particular soil type of
SGP6 may be indicated as an additional soil
variety, if its diagnostic features were identified in a
soil profile under consideration (table 6).
The non-hierarchical category of soil genus
determines the kind of parent material from which the
soil was developed, taking into account its variability
(lithological discontinuity) within the profile. And the
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mines the soil texture (particle-size distribution)
throughout the soil profile, also taking into account
possible variability (that may be both of pedogenic or
lithogenic origin). The names of texture classes in SGP6
are used after the Soil Texture Classification of Soil
Science Society of Poland (2009).
BRIEF DESCRIPTION AND CORRELATION
OF MAJOR SOIL UNITS
The correlation table (table 5) includes the closest
English translations for the Polish names of soil
orders, types and subtypes (SGP6), as well as their
most common and typical equivalents in WRB2015
and ST2014 classifications. The correlation table was
developed taking into account previous statements of
Kaba³a et al. (2016) and Œwitoniak et al. (2016).
The first order, weakly developed soils (gleby
s³abo ukszta³towane), brings together soils (a) at the
early (initial) stage of development, where the thick-
ness of soil profile (regolith) to the continuous rock is
≥10 cm or the combined thickness of all genetic
horizons (O+A+E+B, if present) in an unconsolidated
material is ≥10 cm, and (b) soils at early stage of
development, thicker than initial (raw) soils, but
without any diagnostic horizon except for folik.
WRB2015 allocates such soils among different RSGs
characterized by little or no profile differentiation. The
first type of raw mineral soils (table 5) consists of
six subtypes of raw siliceous rocky and raw rendzina
rocky soils correlated with (Calcaric) Lithic Lepto-
sols, raw siliceous debris and raw rendzina debris
soils correlated with (Calcaric) Hyperskeletic Lepto-
sols (Lasota et al. 2018), raw alluvial soils (Fluvi-
sols) and raw unconsolidated soils (Protic Regosols).
The other five soil types include weakly developed
soils, but thicker than raw (initial) soils. Rankers,
siliceous soils with continuous rock at ≥50 cm belong
to Leptosols; however, they may have a sequence of
clearly developed (but not diagnostic) horizons.
Ordinary rendzinas are in the majority shallow and
skeletal soils rich in primary (lithogenic) carbonates
(Calcaric Leptosols), but may have a folik horizon
(Miechówka and Drewnik 2018). Ordinary rendzinas
do not have diagnostic horizons in terms of SGP6;
whereas they may have mollic in line with WRB2015
requirements (if A is ≥20 cm thick). In this case, the
humic ordinary rendzinas are correlated with
Calcaric Leptic Phaeozems (Kaba³a 2018, Kowalska
et al. 2019). The type of ordinary alluvial soils
involves young soils on Holocene terraces, developed
from fluvic material, lacking diagnostic horizons
(Fluvisols). Ordinary colluvial soils are featured by
evidence of successive accumulation of soil material
(thicker than 50 cm, or 30 cm if settled directly on
peat) eroded from the above-located arable hill-slopes
(Colluvic Regosols or Colluvic Arenosols). Arenosols
in SGP6 are weakly developed sandy soils correlated
with Arenosols in WRB2015, but the soil type in SGP6
is much "narrower" than its equivalent in WRB and
does not include the initially developed and colluvial
arenosols. Also, the Brunic Arenosols (WRB 2015),
termed rusty soils in Poland, are moved from areno-
sols to rusty soils due to a thick subsurface Bv
horizon, considered a diagnostic horizon (siderik)
in SGP6. And the last soil type, regosols, may be easily
correlated with Regosols in WRB2015.
The 2nd order, brown earths (gleby brunatnoziem-
ne), brings together soils that have kambik, rubik or
siderik diagnostic horizons (comments regarding
these horizons are summarized in table 1). Therefore,
particular types of brown earths of SGP6 can be
correlated with different RSGs of WRB2015. Brown
soils (a type) typically refer to Eutric and Dystric
Cambisols; brown rendzinas are correlated with
Calcaric/Dolomitic Cambisols (Kowalska et al. 2017,
Zagórski 2003) and brown alluvial soils are correlated
with Fluvic Cambisols (Ligêza 2016). The main
reason to separate the brown rendzinas and brown
alluvial soils from "ordinary" brown soils is the
different parent material, different landscape position
and different ecosystem/habitat functions of these
soils. The other two soil types, ochrous and rusty
soils are primarily sandy soils (developed from
glaciofluvial, eolian and older alluvial sands), thus
belonging to Arenosols in WRB2015. However, they
have well-developed rubik or siderik subsurface
diagnostic horizons, not recognized in WRB 2015, but
easily correlated with Rubic/Chromic or Brunic
qualifiers, respectively (Jankowski 2013).
The 3rd order, podzolic soils (gleby bielicoziemne),
covers the soils with a spodik horizon, merged in one
soil type – gleby bielicowe, closely related to Podzols
of WRB2015. The soil type includes several subtypes
related in the majority to redoximorphic features and
various organic horizons developed at the soil surface
(Chodorowski 2009, Kaba³a et al. 2012, Waroszew-
ski et al. 2013). In Polish tradition, podzolic soils
having and lacking topsoil A horizon are distinguished
into separate units, a fact which also influences the
number of subtypes and their combinations in SGP6.
Moreover, only the podzols with clearly preserved
eluvial horizon (albik) are considered the "typical",
whereas podzolic soils laking albik are classified as
latent podzolic soils ("krypto-podzols"). The place-
ment of podzolic soils after, not before, the chernozemic
soils in the key to soil orders excludes the soils with
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1 Asterisk * indicates a principal soil subtype (its name replaces the soil type name, when used; principal subtype cannot be combined with any other principal subtype).
2 Some raw mineral soils, rankers and rendzinas located in the highest parts of the Carpatian and Sudeten Mountains may have cryic soil temperature regime, thus may belong to  the repective subgroups of
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*elosonarke slosonarke slosonhceTcinarkE stnehtrodUcisnedorhtnA
*elosibru slosibru slosonhceTcibrU stnehtrodUcitroporhtnA




*elosotkurtsnok slosotcurtsnoc slosonhceTciniL;slosonhceTcitalosI stnehtrodUcitroporhtnA/cisnedorhtnA
*elosoregga slosoregga )citropsnarT(slosogeRcirtuE/cirtsyD stnehtrodUcitroporhtnA
*elosibrut slosibrut )citacoleR(slosogeRcirtuE/cirtsyD tnelaviuqeon
enzcinhcórp slosonhcetcimuh )cirbmU/cilloM/cimuH(slosonhceT )sllodulpaH(tnelaviuqeon
ewojelg-owotnurg slosonhcetciyelg )ciyelG(slosonhceT –
ewojelg-owodapo slosonhcetciyelgongats )cingatS(slosonhceT –
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The 4th order of clay-illuvial soils (gleby p³owo-
ziemne) consists of one soil type (gleby p³owe) that
brings together various soils with an argik horizon.
The placement of this order (in the key to soil orders,
table 4) after the chernozemic soils excludes soils with
mollik/umbrik horizons, whereas its placement before
podzolic soils and gleyzemic soils gives a higher
priority for the argik horizon compared to the spodik
horizon and stagnic/gleyic properties. Only the soils
with "complete" sequence of crucial genetic (E-Bt) and
diagnostic (eluwik-argik) horizons are considered
"typical", whereas soils featured by Ap-Bt morpho-
logy are distinguished as eroded (truncated) clay-
illuvial soils (Kobierski 2013, Œwitoniak 2014,
Œwitoniak et al. 2016). All these soils may be corre-
lated with Luvisols in WRB2015 if the stagnic
properties are weak to medium strong, or with Luvic
Stagnosols if stagnic properties are strongly
developed and start ≥25 cm from the soil surface
(Waroszewski et al. 2018). Many of such soils, both
silty- and loamy-textured, have eluvial tongues in
an argik horizon, thus commonly were classified
as Albeluvisols in accordance with previous WRB
versions (Szymañski et al. 2011). Former Albeluvi-
sols were also correlated with texturally contrasted
soils (gleby p³owe dwudzielne), i.e. soils with sandy
topsoil and an abrupt textural difference at ≥50 cm
from the soil surface, if eluvial tongues were present
in the Bt horizon. At present, the texturally contra-
sted soils with stagnic properties are correlated
with Planosols (irrespectively of the presence of
tonguing) or with Retisols, if stagnic properties are
weak (or absent) and tonguing is clearly developed
(Komisarek and Sza³ata 2008; Koz³owski and Komi-
sarek 2017; Musztyfaga and Kabala 2015; Waro-
szewski et al. 2019). This complicated system of
equivalents is due to splitting the soils with an argic
horizon into several separate RSGs in WRB 2015.
In contrast, in SGP6, all these features are indicative
of separate subtypes listed hierarchi-cally (table 5),
that may be used to name the soil individually or in
combination, still within one type of clay-illuvial
soils (gleby p³owe). Extremely leached clay-illuvial
soils, featured by very low base saturation and podzoli-
zation (gleby p³owe zbielicowane) have to be corre-
lated with Alisols, and particularly wet (waterlogged)
clay-illuvial soils (gleby p³owe podmok³e) with
gleyic properties starting near the surface, have their
equivalent in Gleysols (Luvic). Most of arable clay-
illuvial soils in Poland have a plough layer thicker
than 20 cm (due to the standard depth of ploughing)
that may fulfil the requirements for a mollic horizon
according to WRB2015 and result in soil „transfer”
to Phaeozems. To avoid an inappropriate classi-
fication of many ordinary arable Luvisols as cherno-
zemic soils, SGP6 requires significantly higher thick-
ness for the mollik (and umbrik) horizon, i.e. 30 cm,
instead of the 20 cm required in WRB2015. However,
SGP6 allows simple correlation with WRB2015 by
introducing the subtype of humic clay-illuvial soils
(table 5), which have a mollic horizon in terms of WRB
2015.
The 5th order of black soils (gleby czarnoziemne)
brings together soils with mollik, umbrik and areni-
murszik horizons allocated into seven soil types. The
definition of chernozems (czarnoziemy) in SGP6 is
broader than of the respective RSG in WRB 2015
because the mollik (but not chernic) horizon is required
(≥30 cm thick) and secondary carbonates must occur
at ≥150 cm, irrespectively of the thickness of the
mollik horizon (£abaz et al., 2018). Black earths
(czarne ziemie) have a mollik horizon and strong
redoximorphic features, either as gleyic or stagnic
properties (Konecka-Betley et al. 1996, £abaz and
Kaba³a 2014, Orzechowski et al. 2004). Some of
these black earths have kalcik horizons below the
mollik and therefore may be correlated with Gleyic/
Stagnic Chernozems in WRB 2015; the other black
earths, free of secondary carbonates, usually meet
the requirements of Gleyic/Stagnic Phaeozems;
whereas, the waterlogged black earths may fulfill
the criteria of Mollic Gleysols. The next three types of
soils with a mollik horizon correspond to Phaeozems.
Chernozemic rendzinas (rêdziny czarnoziemne)
developed from carbonate (or gypsum) rocks
correlate well with Rendzic Phaeozems. The type also
includes the specific subtype of limnic chernozemic
rendzinas developed of drained calcareous gyttja
or highly calcareous meadow/lacustrine marl
(Lemkowska and Sowiñski 2018; Uggla 1976).
Chernozemic alluvial soils (mady czarnoziemne)
typically correlate with Fluvic Phaeozems, and
chernozemic colluvial soils (gleby deluwialne
czarnoziemne) may be classified as Phaeozems with
a Colluvic qualifier (Œwitoniak 2015). The unique
type of semimurszik soils (gleby murszowate)
requires an arenimurszik horizon featured by elevated
content of organic matter and weak binding of organic
particles to mineral grains. The concept and definition
of an arenimurszik horizon has a long tradition in
Polish pedology and it allows distinguishing between
several steps of organic material degradation and
transformation of organic layers into mineral-organic
and mineral soil horizons after drainage (£abaz and
Kaba³a 2016, Mocek 1978, Rz¹sa 1963). Typically,
these sandy soils correlate with Gleyic Umbrisols
or Umbric Gleysols. And finally, the grey soils (gle-
by szare) accommodate all other soils with mollik
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or umbrik horizons, which do not fulfil the criteria
of any other above listed type of chernozemic soils.
They are mostly correlated with Umbrisols, but some
soils with mollik horizons, but lacking secondary
carbonates and strong redoximorphic features, may
correlated with Haplic Phaeozems in WRB 2015.
The 6th order of swelling soils (gleby pêczniej¹ce)
involves one type of soils with a wertik horizon and
clayey texture throughout – wertisols, correlated
simply with Vertisols of WRB2015. The most common
and most important are black vertisols (wertisole
czarnoziemne), correlated with the Pellic Vertisols
(Mollic), and previously referred to as Smolnica
soils (Mocek et al. 2009, Prusinkiewicz 2001).
The 7th order of gleyzemic soils (gleby glejoziemne)
consists of two soil types: (a) soils featured with
gleyic properties starting ≥30 cm from the soil surface,
well correlated with Gleysols (WRB 2015), and (b)
soils featured with strong stagnic properties at a
shallow depth, generally correlated with Stagnosols
(WRB 2015). However, the definitions of gleysols and
stagnosols in SGP6 are narrower than the respective
RSGs definitions in WRB2015 and do not include soils
with diagnostic horizons such as mollik, umbrik,
argik and spodik, all of which are keyed out
earlier (table 4).
The 8th order of organic soils (gleby organiczne)
brings together soil developed of organic material,
which have a histik/murszik/folik horizon ≥30 cm
thick. Although the required thickness of organic
horizon for Histosols (table 4) and the required
content of organic carbon in an organic material
(table 3) differ in SGP6 and WRB2015, these units
are in general well correlated. Separate types of peat
soils, limnic soils, murszik soils and folisols, subdivided
into numerous respective subtypes, provide a broad
possibility to reflect the different organic soil origin,
composition, transformation or degradation paths, and
functions in natural and human-impacted ecosystems
(Glina et al. 2017; Kalisz and £achacz 2008, £achacz
et al. 2009, Mendyk et al. 2015, Okruszko 1969,
Roj-Rojewski and Walasek 2013; Skiba and Komor-
nicki 1983; Wasak and Drewnik 2012). The unique
type of murszik soils (gleby murszowe) includes soils
developed of various primary organic materials (peat,
gyttja, mud etc.); those surface layers have pedogeni-
cally transformed to a depth of at least 30 cm after
soil drainage and under crop cultivation or forest
management (Glina et al. 2016, Marcinek and
Spychalski 1998, Mocek 1978, Piaœcik and £achacz
1990; Rz¹sa 1963). The resulting murszik horizon
meets the criteria of histic horizon (WRB2015), but
consists in the majority of non-fibrous, humified
organic material (sapric) and has higher bulk density
and aggregate structure (Glina and Bogacz 2016;
Piaœcik and Gotkiewicz 2004), reflected in a
Murshic qualifier (WRB2015).
 The last, 9th order – anthropogenic soils (gleby
antropogeniczne) – consists of two types of (a) soils
deeply mixed and fertilized to create a thick "cherno-
zemic-like" topsoil horizon aimed to improve their
agricultural productivity – culturozems, correlated with
Anthrosols (WRB2015), and (b) transformed or
created in the course of intentional industrial or
constructional activity, often consisting of artefacts
(tab. 3) – technogenic soils, in the majority correlated
with Technosols (WRB2015). The first soil type,
culturozems (gleby kulturoziemne), is traditionally
distinguished if a thick (>50 cm) hortik or antrik
horizon is present, or the soil is deeply mixed (rigo-
sols) (Krupski et al. 2017). A new soil type of techno-
genic soils brings together three previous types of
urbanozemic, industriozemic and saline soils (Syste-
matyka gleb Polski 2011). The soil subtypes are
distinguished based on the presence of specific kind
of artefacts – urbisols and industriosols (Greinert
2015, Uzarowicz et al. 2017, 2018), the presence of
the (near) surface soil coverage/sealing with
impermeable layer of concrete, asphalt etc. – ekrano-
sols (Charzyñski et al. 2013a), or the presence of a
geomembrane or technogenic hard layer within the soil
profile (constructosols), including the concrete
bunkers/fortification (Charzyñski et al. 2013b). Soils
on the ruins, degraded walls or roofs of buildings are
distinguished as edifisols (Charzyñski et al. 2015). All
these soils are simply correlated with Technosols
accompanied with respective Principal qualifiers
(table 5). Additiolenally, technogenic soils in SGP6
involve the aggerosols – soil developed from earth
material poor in artefacts (thick heap material),
transported more or less locally that forms an antropo-
genic convex relief form (e.g. dam, road embankment)
or fulfills concave forms. These soils may be correlated
in WRB2015 with Regosols (Transportic) that seems
inappropriate in case of soils existing in intentionally
constructed relief forms. Also, the soils transformed/
degraded due to deep mixing (in situ) of native soil at
construction or other non-agricultural activity, termed
turbisols, are distinguished as a subtype of technogenic
soils in SGP6, but in WRB2015 must be correlated
with Regosols (Relocatic). An indication of soil con-
tamination (toxicity), alkalinization, salinization,
excessive fertilization etc. may be added as a variety
(table 6).
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 RULES FOR SOIL CLASSIFICATION
The only appropriate way for soil classification
(naming) in SGP6 is to follow the key to soil orders
and types (table 4) because the key reflects the priori-
ties of classification (i.e. the diagnostic features that
have higher priority than others are listed earlier
(higher) and have to be considered first). When classi-
fying soils, the following rules must be applied:
1. Classification must always start from the begin-
ning of the key.
TABLE 6. Soil varieties in Polish Soil Classification (SGP6): original names, English translations and their WRB closest equiva-
lents
2. Classification must stop in a first (the earliest) clas-
sification unit if all those requirements are met by
the soil under assessment. In other words, classifi-
cation may follow to the next unit in the key only if
the soil does not meet all criteria listed in the unit
placed earlier in the key.
3. The soil classification begins at the order level (i.e. the
soil must be first allocated to an appropriate soil order).
4. The key to soil types in a selected order can be
followed, when the soil certainly meets the criteria
of this order and does not meet all the criteria of the
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5. There is no exclusive key to soil subtypes, but the
list of subtypes within a certain type is hierarchical
(strictly ordered), i.e. the subtype placed earlier in
the list has a higher priority than the subtypes
mentioned below. Thus, the selection of subtypes
should always start from the beginning of their list.
6. Soil subtypes can be combined if the soil has
diagnostic features of more than one subtype. When
combining subtypes, the following rules apply:
a) the "typical" subtype is excluded from the
combinations (may be used as single only); it
means that the "typical" subtype is used if none of
the earlier listed subtypes can be applied;
b) two subtypes may be combined at maximum;
the third and more subtypes, if necessary, can be
added to soil name as the variety;
(c) combined subtypes cannot exclude each other
in any of the listed criteria;
d) any concurrent subtype and primary subtype
cannot be combined with other concurrent subtype
or primary subtype;
e) the order of subtypes in the combination must
follow their order in the hierarchical list of subty-
pes; thus, the concurrent/primary subtype will be
always placed before the transitional or supplemen-
tary subtype;
(f) rules c-e apply differently in peat soils because
the layers of different organic materials may
occur in the soil profile in various combinations
(the rules are separately specified).
7. Soil varieties are used optionally only, but for
various reasons, it is recommended to record them
in all fieldwork. The following rules apply at
recording of soil varieties:
(a) the varieties are given in brackets after the type
and subtype(s), but before the genus and species;
(b) the varieties are separated by a comma(s);
(c) the varieties in the soil name are listed in the
same order as varieties are listed in the classification.
CLASSIFICATION OF BURIED SOILS
Although the Polish Soil Classification (SGP6),
similarly to other contemporary international and
national systems, refers mainly to soils that are
currently forming and existing on the land surface, it
may be also used for naming of the buried (fossil)
soils – due to the absence of alternatives. However, it
should be stressed that its use for classification of
the buried (subsurface) soils cannot distort the sense
of surface (modern) soil classification because the
classification priorities are established taking into
account current productivity and environmental
functions of soils identified on the land surface.
It is assumed that the buried soils will be distingu-
ished rather exceptionally, mainly for scientific requ-
irements.
SGP6 can separately classify the surface (modern)
soil and the buried soil using the following rules:
1. Buried soil is a soil covered by younger sediments.
The presence of the secondary soil-forming process
that overlaps the original soil profile without
physical coverage with the younger sediment is not
a basis for distinguishing buried soil.
2. Buried soil and the overlying younger material are
classified as one (surface/modern) soil, when as a
whole they meet the criteria of:
(a) organic, gleyzemic or anthropogenic soil
orders,
(b) the subtype of texturally contrasted clay-illu-
vial soils,
(c) alluvial or colluvial soil types (in the orders
where they are distinguished).
3. Surface soil (developed from the younger covering
material) may be classified separately from the
buried soil if:
(a) the covering material is >50 cm thick, and
(b) the surface soil meets all diagnostic criteria for
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(c) separate classification of surface soil does not
interfere with the classification of soil as a whole.
4. If the thickness of the younger covering material is
<50 cm, the buried soil is classified with priority
(like surface soil) and the presence of thin covering
material is indicated as a variety.
5. In the case of anthropogenic and colluvial soils, it
is possible to indicate the name of native soil (de
facto buried) as the variety; however, this supple-
mentary information does not change the classifi-
cation of the modern soil recognized as an anthro-
pogenic or colluvial one.
CLOSING WORDS
Classification, as a system comprehensively
covering all pedological knowledge on soil genesis and
relationships, should be periodically revised in
accordance with the state-of-the-art. We hope the
modernized sixth edition of Polish Soil Classification
will allow for enhanced, both precise and syntetic
description of soil resources in Poland, their diversity
and environmental and utility functions, and will
become a platform for new cartographic studies,
preparation of modern soil databases and initiation of
new interdisciplinary scientific studies at the
highest international level. SGP6, benefiting from the
achievements of global soil science, offers at the same
time a number of essential modifications and innova-
tive solutions for international classification systems.
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Systematyka gleb Polski, wydanie szóste – podstawy teoretyczne,
schemat klasyfikacji i korelacje
Streszczenie: Szóste wydanie Systematyki gleb Polski (SGP6) ma na celu ugruntowanie pozycji klasyfikacji gleb w Polsce jako
nowoczesnego systemu naukowego, który odzwierciedla aktualny stan wiedzy naukowej, wspó³czesne rozumienie funkcji gleb
oraz potrzeby praktyczne, w tym zwi¹zane z kartografi¹ gleb. SGP6 kontynuuje tradycjê ostatnich wydañ systematyki przygotowa-
nych pod auspicjami Polskiego Towarzystwa Gleboznawczego, w szczególnoœci w zakresie konsekwentnego stosowania iloœciowo
zdefiniowanych poziomów, w³aœciwoœci i materia³ów diagnostycznych, ale zawsze odnosz¹cych siê do genezy i wspó³czesnego
przeobra¿enia gleb. Definicja gleby – przedmiotu klasyfikacji – zosta³a zmodernizowana w odpowiedzi na wspó³czesne potrzeby
szerszego uwzglêdnienia (oraz w³aœciwego nazwania) gleb stworzonych przez cz³owieka lub podlegaj¹cych silnym przeobra¿e-
niom pod wp³ywem cz³owieka. Zatem na potrzeby SGP6 gleba jest definiowana jako powierzchniowa czêœæ litosfery lub trwale
powi¹zane z litosfer¹ (za poœrednictwem budynków lub budowli) nagromadzenie czêœci mineralnych i organicznych, pochodz¹cych
z wietrzenia lub akumulacji, naturalnej lub antropogenicznej, ulegaj¹ce przeobra¿eniu przy udziale czynników glebotwórczych
oraz maj¹ce zdolnoœæ zaopatrywania organizmów ¿ywych w wodê i sk³adniki pokarmowe. SGP6 wyró¿nia trzy hierarchiczne
poziomy klasyfikacji: rz¹d (w ³¹cznej liczbie 9), typ (podstawowa jednostka klasyfikacyjna; ³¹cznie 30 typów) i podtyp (³¹cznie
183 jednostki wyró¿niane na podstawie 62 zdefiniowanych podtypów; podtypy s¹ wymienione hierarchicznie, osobno w ka¿dym
typie), którym towarzysz¹ trzy niehierarchiczne poziomy klasyfikacyjne: odmiana (definiuj¹ca dodatkowe cechy pedo-, lito- lub
antropogeniczne), rodzaj (definiuj¹cy rodzaj ska³y macierzystej) i gatunek (definiuj¹cy uziarnienie w profilu). Jednostki niehierar-
chiczne maj¹ uniwersalne definicje, co umo¿liwia ich u¿ycie w ró¿nych rzêdach/typach, jeœli tylko spe³nione s¹ wszystkie wyma-
gania wymienione w definicji. Poni¿szy artyku³ objaœnia podstawy teoretyczne, schemat klasyfikacji oraz zasady klasyfikacji gleb
w SGP6, obejmuje klucz do rzêdów i   typów, tabelê wyjaœniaj¹c¹ zale¿noœci miêdzy poziomami, w³aœciwoœciami i materia³ami
diagnostycznymi wyró¿nianymi w SGP6 oraz w ostatnim wydaniu klasyfikacji miêdzynarodowej FAO-WRB, a tak¿e tabelê kore-
lacji miêdzy SGP6 a WRB i Soil Taxonomy.
S³owa kluczowe: systematyka gleb, rz¹d gleb, typ gleb, geneza gleb, World Reference Base, Soil Taxonomy
